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Thank you for your recent Freedom of Information request about medicines management.   
Please find the Trust’s response below. 
 

1)     We understand the CCG/Trust has representation on the following medicines management / 
prescribing / formulary committees: 

        Gloucestershire Medicines Management Interface Group.   
Please confirm if this is correct. 
This group no longer exists, the new group is the One Gloucestershire Medicines Optimisation 
Group (OGMOG), there is also a Drug and Therapeutics Committee.  The Trust has 
representation on both Committees. 

   
2)     Does the CCG/Trust have representation on any other medicines management / prescribing / 

formulary committees? If so, please advise which. 
Please see the response above. 

3)     We have the following formularies listed as used by the CCG/Trust: 
        Gloucestershire Joint Formulary 

Please confirm if this is correct and if not, please provide a link/copy of relevant formularies. 
This is the only formulary used in Gloucestershire by all the trusts and CCG. 
  

4)     Are any of the above formularies dominant when making prescribing decisions or does this depend on 
therapy area? 
This is the formulary used by all prescribers, there are differences in certain therapy areas eg 
antibiotic formulary is different for primary and acute secondary care.  There are also 
medicines that can only be prescribed by secondary care trusts and also shared care 
medicines, these are all advised on the formulary. 

Yours sincerely, 
 

Lisa Evans 
 
LISA EVANS 
Information Governance Officer 
2gether NHS Foundation Trust 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Copyright & Reuse of Public Sector Information  

The information and material that is routinely published is subject to 2gether NHS Foundation Trust's 
copyright unless otherwise indicated. Unless expressly indicated on the material to the contrary, it may be 
reproduced free of charge in any format or medium, provided it is reproduced accurately and not used in a 
misleading manner.  Where any of the copyright items are being re-published or copied to others, you must 
identify the source of the material and acknowledge the copyright status. Permission to reproduce material 
does not extend to any material accessed through the Trust website that is the copyright of third parties. 
You must obtain authorisation to reproduce such material from the copyright holders concerned. For further 
guidance on a range of copyright issues, see the Office of Public Sector Information (OPSI) web site: 
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